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May 21st 2012:Energy and the Assemblage Point with Kathy
Chambers
The Assemblage Point is a deeply sacred sphere of energy
that connects the soul with awakened experience. If aligned
properly, the Assemblage Point is situated in a ring of light
encircling the body at the heart chakra level. At two feet from
the chest in front or 6 to 8 inches behind the body, this energy
is like your north star. It has deep wisdom. If the Assemblage
Point is in front of you, you walk toward it or it leads you on your
life’s journey. You uniquely understand and experience the
world through the lens of this energetic sphere. You literally
walk toward what your soul knows. The
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Featured Guest
Kathy Chambers
Kathy Chambers, RN, is an Advanced Eden Energy Medicine Certified Practitioner
(EEMCP) and founding EEMCP faculty member. She teaches energy medicine
classes including the EEM Foundations Program in Portland, Oregon. Kathy also has
a private energy medicine practice for individual clients. Throughout her career as a
RN, nothing has had a more profound impact on her than her study of energy medicine
as taught by Donna Eden, author of the book "Energy Medicine". She agrees with the
renowned heart surgeon, Dr. Mehmet Oz, who says, "The next big frontier in medicine
is energy medicine." Kathy loves energy medicine and claims it has changed her life in
innumerable positive ways!! The work has
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